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more of interpretation in his bobk than there is in Barton's or in Price's

and the interpretation may be more conservative than Barton's, more liberal.

than Price's would be, but Finegan's is very recent and very useful in this

field. Now there are a good many other books that touch, on their field,

some of which are quite good and some not at all good, but these three are

.the main ones to mention. Now in this material I am giving you right now.

on the history of decipherment and the old excavations, any one of these

three will give you the main facts, if you desire to get a few of the main

facts full than I am giving in class now, though I am giving you all that

are necessary for this particular courses in our lectures here now. Mr.--?

(Stuoent) Not like Barton's. Quite liberal, cuite lioeral, very definite

ly not as cnservative. A very interesting thing, of course, in this field

of Old Testament archeology, is that so many discoveries have been made in

the last few years showing the Old Testament t0 be remarkably accurate at

places where all liberal scholars have thought that it was inaccurate or u.n

defenaable, that the tendency of most any talk on the archeology of the Old

Testament is to bring out place after place where the Old Testament has been

corroborated by the , even though some times a scholar will preface

his talk with a few words about how we know, of course, that it has a great

many errors in it, that it is not dependable and. so on, and thenhe may

on and give you illustration after illustration that shows how it is dep.able.

It reminds me of a newspaper article I saw some years ago that had the head

line, "Theories of Fundamentalists Disproved", and underneath it, "Bible Shown

Not to be, Free from rror and then it quoted from Dr. , who was

founder and head for many years of the Oriental Institute of the University

of Chicago lsäying that the Bible could never be proven to be free from error

and. then it went on to say that he made this statement in connection with his

giving the press the news of the discovery in Egypt of a monument there put

up by King telling of his conquest of Palestine just as described
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